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1 ANTICIPATORY ADAPTIVE SECURITY FOR IOT-BASED SMART GRIDS INFRASTRUCTURE AND VALUE-ADDED SERVICES

The deliverable reports the research and development of adaptive security addressing the protection of "IoT-based smart grids" against evolutionary threats and attacks through the prediction and advanced behavioural analysis of big data from IoT Smart Grids by automating prevention, detection, and recovery from the failures of security and privacy protections at run-time and by re-configuring control parameters and security goals.

The development and implementation involved the implementation of the main models addressing the protection of IoT-based smart grids against evolutionary threats, unknown threats, using a combination of evolutionary game theory and advanced behavioural analysis of big data from IoT Smart Grids, and automating the activities of adaptation (monitoring, analysing, planning, and execution) at run-time by re-configuring of control parameters and security goals.

The following use cases described in [8] and depicted in Figure 1 are used to validate adaptive security models implementations:
- Smart home [1,9]
- DSO/AMI (Advanced Metering Infrastructure) [2, 5, 6]

As also depicted in Figure 1, the models addressed are IoT Security Identification (authentication [1,9], integrity [2] and confidentiality services [5,6]), IoT Threat Identification (DDoS, identity, integrity, confidentiality), IoT Context Identification and Semantic description [10], Evolutionary Game Theory [2,5,6], and IoT Security Risk Impact Assessment [7]. This report describes the main results published.
The Monitor model plays an important role for real-time adaptive data collection for real-time security analytics. Figure 2 depicts our adaptive data collection framework which helps to detect security threats and prevent attacks by monitoring and collecting different categories of data for data analytics, improve collection efficiency by reducing the amount of collected data /collect relevant data that reflect the current state of the system using environmental sensors / other sources, and ensuring detection accuracy. The framework adapts the data collection routines to different contexts and situations. For instance, it can adapt to security threats (confidentiality, integrity, availability), network changes (content, bandwidth variations, protocols, topology changes), application (periodic data flows and from smart meters to higher level collectors), storage capacity, and environmental changes.

The analytic algorithms selected for evaluation include:

For light-weight analytics
- Support Vector Machines (SVM)
- K-Nearest-Neighbors (KNN)
- Naive Bayes (NB)
- Decision Tree (DT)
- Random Forest (RF)

For identification of complex risks and attack patterns
- Long-short term memory network (LSTM)
- Artificial Neural Network (ANN) (with multi-hidden layers perceptron)
- Deep Belief Network and Probability Neural Network (DBN and PNN) and DL

The publicly available Datasets KDDCup-99 dataset, CICIDS2017 dataset, and UNSW-NB15 dataset were used for validation with close to 99% accuracy.

The Rest of the report describes the key findings and published results.
**Paper 1 [1]: Risk-Based Adaptive Authentication for IoT in Smart Home**

This paper addresses the major security concerns to efficiently utilize the services of IoT-based healthcare. One of the means that helps us to maintain system security is authentication. We, therefore, proposed a novel risk-based adaptive authentication model for IoT in Smart Home to identify the activities of the user and to verify the validity of the sensor nodes. The model uses a naïve Bayes machine learning algorithm to classify the channel characteristics variation between sensor nodes and their gateway. According to the observed variation of channel characteristics, the model assesses the risk to determine the probability of the device in question being compromised. Based on the risk score obtained from the assessment the model selects an authentication decision suitable for the particular risk score. Furthermore, the selected authentication decision resource need is compared with the available resource of the authenticator device and in case of scarcity in the available resource, the authentication process is offloaded to a device with available resource.

**Paper 2 [2]: An Evolutionary Game for Integrity Attacks and Defences for Advanced Metering Infrastructure**

In this paper, we address the problem of protecting integrity of the messages in an Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI), which is a component of IoT-enabled Smart Grids. We applied evolutionary game theory to a resource constrained security game model of AMIs. The AMI is modelled as a tree structure where each node aggregates the information of its children before passing this information on to its parent. The aim of this work is to explore the space of possible behaviours of attackers and to develop a framework where the AMI nodes adaptively select the most profitable strategies. Using this model, we simulated the evolution of a population of attackers and defenders on various cases resembling the real-life implementation of AMI. The results of the simulation indicate how to enhance security in AMI using evolutionary game theory either by a priori analysis or as a tool to run dynamic and adaptive infrastructure defence.

**Paper 3 [3]: Adaptive Cybersecurity Framework for Healthcare Internet of Things**

In this paper, we studied dynamic and adaptive modelling of cyber security attacks and defences for healthcare critical infrastructures, with an emphasis on smart homes. The main components of a dynamic cyber security framework for protection of healthcare IoT infrastructures were defined. We applied evolutionary game theory to assist the security framework for the healthcare ecosystem. The framework has been evaluated using simulations. The results of this simulation represent the best possible response of the defence to dynamic and adaptive attacks.

**Paper 4 [4]: Cognitive Cybersecurity for CPS-IoT Enabled Healthcare Ecosystems**

This paper addresses the increasingly sophisticated attack methods in the Cyber Physical Systems (CPS)-Internet of Things (IoT)-enabled healthcare services and infrastructures. The CPSIoT-enabled healthcare services improve human life, but they are vulnerable to a variety of emerging cyberattacks. Cybersecurity specialists are also finding it hard to keep pace of the increasingly sophisticated attack methods. There is a critical need for innovative cognitive cybersecurity for CPSIoT enabled healthcare ecosystem. This paper presents the conceptualization and description of a cognitive cybersecurity architecture for simulating the human cognitive behaviour to anticipate and respond to new and emerging cybersecurity and privacy threats to CPS-IoT enabled healthcare ecosystems. To achieve this, it combines artificial intelligence, cognitive methods, forensics, and innovative security mechanisms as
cross-cutting services. It is structured in four layers, collaborative, perception and knowledge, data collection and actuation, and infrastructure. This architecture is developed based on different concepts developed in different projects and it will enable processing of increasing volume of data by interpreting, diagnosing and adapt to the environment without the need for human intervention.

Paper 5 [5,6]: Evolutionary Game for Confidentiality in IoT-enabled Smart Grids

In this paper, we address the problem of protecting AMI infrastructure against attacks on confidentiality. To do this, we modelled confidentiality attacks and defences as an evolutionary game and analysed the behaviours of the attacker and the defender of the AMI system. By applying evolutionary game theory to this problem, we introduced an important dynamic and learning capabilities in the behaviour of both attackers and AMI nodes, to explore the space of strategies, and to select the optimal set of solutions. The AMI is modelled as a tree structure where each node aggregates the information of its children before encrypting it and passing it on to its parent. As a part of the model, we developed a discretization scheme for solving the replicator equations. We used the replicator equation to show the evolution of utilities for both type of players. Further, we outlined how the evolutionary game model can used to evaluate the security threats in AMI systems. In our simulation scenarios, we show that the solution converges to ESS for all investigated cases. The simulations also show that the behavior of the replicator dynamic depends not only on incentives but also on the network configuration and proportions of the protected assets. It is important that the outcomes of this work give us the best possible defence strategy against evolving attacks. It allows the defender to continuously stay ahead of the attacker in defending the AMI nodes.

Paper 7 [7]: Risk-driven security metrics for an Android smartphone application

This paper addresses the challenge of security management in Android smartphone platforms. Android smartphone is used in various application areas such as public safety, mobile networks, smart homes, smart grids, etc. Therefore, overcoming this challenge is important. This article systematically develops risk-driven security objectives and controls for Android smartphone applications and determines how to offer enough evidence of its security performance via metrics. It also includes conceptualisation and description of adaptive security for an Android platform which can improve the flexibility and effectiveness of these security controls and end-user’s confidence in service providers.

The paper also argues that the successful deployment of mobile applications depends on ensuring security and privacy that need to adapt to the mobile devices’ processing capabilities and resource use. This can be achieved through the development of adaptive and context-aware security for the next generation of digital ecosystems. It used the biological and ecosystem metaphors that provide interesting parallels to the conceptualisations and descriptions of the adaptations, self-adaption and responses which can be at a macroscopic ecosystem level (e.g., system or species) or a microscopic biological level (e.g., molecular, cellular), or at hybrid levels. The self-adaptive component achieves its goal through the following properties:

- **Autonomy**, which allows it to operate without the direct intervention of humans or others and to have control over its actions and internal state.
- **Social ability**, which allows it to interact with other agents (possibly humans).
- **Reactivity**, which allows it to perceive its environment and respond in a timely fashion to changes that occur in it (the environment)
- **Pro-activeness, learning, and adaptiveness**, which allow it to exhibit goal directed behaviour by taking the initiative, to learn when reacting and/or interacting with its...
external environment, and to modify its behaviour based on its experience.

The paper contributes to the security of smart home applications that may use Android phones such as eHealth related devices, energy management system, automated transportation, smart closed-circuit television (CCTV), home networks, mobile apps, security applications, and environmental monitoring.

In addition, two master’s Theses were conducted and written in the following two areas:

**Risk based Adaptive Authentication for IoT in Smart Home eHealth** [9]: The research work developed a risk risk-based adaptive authentication mechanism which continuously monitors the channel characteristics variation, analyzes a potential risk using naive Bayes machine learning algorithm and performs adaptation of the authentication solution. The solution validates both the authenticity of the user and the device. In addition, it evaluated the resource need of the selected authentication solution and provide an offloading functionality in case of scarce resource to perform the select ed protocol. The approach is novel because it defines the whole adaptation process and methods required in each phase of the adaptation. The paper also briefly describes the evaluation use case - Smart Home eHealth. The main results have been published in [1].

**Semantic Description of IoT Security for Smart Grid** [10]: This research work proposed, developed and evaluated IoT Security ontology for smart home energy management system (SHEMS) in smart grids. The ontology description includes infrastructure, attacks, vulnerabilities and counter measures for the main components of SHEMS such as Smart Meter, Smart Appliance, Home Gateway, and Billing data. The ontology extends the SAREF energy management ontology with security features. We have two main reasons for selecting SAREF ontology to base our work on. First, SAREF is standardized by ETSI. Second, it is specifically designed for energy management and efficiency. We checked the correctness of our ontology by running SWRL rules and SPARQL queries. Our test results showed that our ontology is useful to analyse and infer IoT security for smart home and can be extended to more complex reasoning of IoT security features.

In summary, Figure 3 depicts our contributions to the overall goal of the IoTSec project which is safe and secure IoT-enabled smart power grid infrastructure.

![Figure 3 - Safe and secure IoT-enabled smart power grid infrastructure](image)

IoTSec process

**NR’s contributions:**

1) - Measuring security & attack detection – EGT
2) - Privacy aware & adaptive security
   - adaptive authentication, semantic description of IoT
   - communication-efficient privacy-preserving, temporal anonymity, compromise-protection
   - EGT (Integrity & confidentiality)
   - adaptive data collection
3) - Security evaluation and analysis
   - white paper and presentation at sikkerthetfestivalk 2019
4) - Adaptive data collection & analytics
5) - 2 Master students & 4 services to smart grid security center

**Case Studies**

- Smart home
- Smart meters
- AMI (advanced metering Infrastructure)
- Smart Grid Security Center
- Education & internationalization
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